SCHULTZ AND INGERSON: MARTIAN LINEAMENTS

the leas.
t-weightedset of lineations,despitethe
eliminationof obviousnoisepatterns.This interpretation is supportedby the correlationat
zero lag betweenMariner 6 and 7 unrectified
images.In contrast,the frequency-azimuth
distributions of the highest-weightedlineations
generallyproducedmarginal improvementsin
the crosscorrelationsof rectifiedpairs.
Cross correlationsof 6N13-6N09 and 6Nll6N19 (wl lineations),however,showedimprovements in rectified pairs over the filtered
unrectifiedpairs at zerolag. Althoughcrosscorrelations of 6N07-6N13 and 6N13-6N11 did
not exhibit marked improvementsin the rectifled pairs, secondarypeaks occurred at zero
lag. These exceptionsmay reflect a regional
dependenceof preferred lineation trends since
the aboveimage pairs are in either the sameor
similar photometricallydistinct provinces.Further discussionof this possibilityis presented
below. Such exceptionsindicate that not all the
least-weighted
lineationsare artificialand therefore shouldnot be eliminatedcompletelyfrom
the final analysis.
Figure 8 showsthe frequency-azimuthdistribution of lineations in Meridiani Sinus,

8423

Margaritifer Sinus,whichfor this studyincludes
Eos, and DeucalionisRegio, which for this
study includes Aram. These data are summarized in Figure 9. The less significantwl

lineationsonly approximately
reflectthe trends
for the better-definedw3-w2 lineations.Comparisonof the most significantlineationsfrom
Margaritifer Sinus (Figure 5c) and Meridiani
Sinus (Figure 5d) reveals six common trends
within 3ø of N40øW, N16øW, N08øE, N33øE,
N51øE, and N68øE. Three preferred trends for
w3-w2 lineationsin DeucalionisRegio (Figure
5e) correspondto the matching trends in the
other two provinces,but thesethree trends are
a.mong eight possiblysignificant peaks in the
frequency-azimuthdistribution.
The most prominent trends of crater wall
segments(Figures 6 and 9) generally reflect
trends found in the lineation data for their
respectivephotometric provinces.In contrast,
the trends of crater chainsdo not coincideconsistentlywith the trendsfrom w3-w2 linearions.
Both Margaritifer Sinus and Meridiani Sinus
display a prominent crater chain trend near
N56øW, which may be associatedwith the
large basin Hellas. Margaritifer Sinus also inAzimuth
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Fig. 9. Summary of preferred trends from lineations (solid triangles) and straight segments of crater walls (solid circles) grouped into photometric provinces. The vertical bars
indicate the six common trends for w3-w2 lineations between Margaritifer Sinus and Meridiani
Sinus. The trends from this study are compared with trends from Binder and McCarthy
[1972]. The last listing shows the combination (solid squares) of w3-w2 lineations and crater
wall trends displayed in Margaritifer Sinus and Meridiani Sinus. Open symbols indicate less
prominent trends.

